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Think twice �by Andró Griessel� 

 

Irrational" “Inconsistent with reason or logic% illogical% absurd” 

 

Irrespective of whether you are male or female% or if your IQ is *�+ or *�% everyone is subject to irrational thoughts 

from time to time- If your thinking" no way% not me% I have bad news for you- There are more than �+ different 

types of cognitive biases that derail our thinking from time to time-  If% for example% you make an effort to get to the 

petrol station to fill up your half full petrol tank the day before a price increase% or if you have purchased something 

that you do not really need or really want% but you bought it just because it was on special% or if you have 

forwarded an email to a thousand people in the hope that someone out there will pay some money into your bank 

account% or if you are afraid of flying% but do not think twice about getting into your car every single day% then you 

are just as prone to irrational thinking as the rest of us- 

 

Have a look at the two picture below- It is quite obvious that the line at the bottom is longer than the line at the 

top% but is it3 Feel free to take a ruler and measure the lines between the arrows- They are exactly equal in length% 

yet the bottom line appears to be longer- It is% however% an optical illusion that is created by the arrows on either 

side of the two lines- What makes it worse% is that even wíth this knowledge% it is virtually impossible to see that 

the two lines are equal in length- 

�� 
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The moment that you are aware of the fact that two arrows on either side of a straight line creates an optical 

illusion% you won’t as easily fooled the next time though- You may have noticed that this realisation has required an 

additional thought process% almost like a Step 7-  In his book Thinking fast and slow� Daniel Kahneman refers to 

our thought processes as two clearly distinguisable processes that he calls System * and System 7-  A System * 

thought is your intuition% or gutt feel% about what you see and experience% while System 7 is more analytical and a 

process that require some form of deeper thought or computation-  This System questions whether what you 

initially think or experience is actually how things really are-  System * is therefore also automatic and involuntary% 

while System 7 has to be activated- For many of us this 7nd System is unfortunately not very well developed- ☺  

See for example the following simple calculation" 

 

The total combined cost of a rugby ball and a pair of socks is R  !" The ball costs R !! more than the pair of 

socks" How much does the pair of socks cost$ 

 

Your immediate answer would of course be R*+% because that is what most people would have answered if they 

listened to their intuition or “gutt”-  It is however% the wrong answer; If the rugby ball costs R*++ more than the 

socks% and the socks cost R*+% then the total cost would be R*7+ �R*+ for the socks < R**+ �R*++ more than 

R*+� for the ball�- The correct answer would be R� for the pair of socks and R*+� for the ball- There is however 
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very few people �if any� who would automatically get to the correct answer- However% if you were quite content to 

stick with R*+ as your final answer you should be slightly concerned about your ability to activate System 7-  At 

some point% a little voice in your head should have told you that there must be a catch somewhere% because who 

would ask such a simple question3 If you were happy to stick to R*+ as your final answer% then your System 7 are 

on the lazy side-  Its not usually a trainsmash in everyday life% since our intuition serves us well in general �with 

regard to day to day survival�% but when it comes to important but more complicated decisions �that requires some 

thought�% you would often find yourself in a bad space just because your System 7 thoughts are lazy or under>

developed- 

 

To get back to the optical illusion with the lines% there are quite a few cognitive biases to which we are exposed to- 

In my work% I often see how people �present company not excluded� suffer from cognitive biases and sometimes% 

even when the correct answer is available% cannot get themselves to make a rational decision-  It is% however% of 

great importance to be aware of these cognitive biases and how it influences your desicions- As soon as you can 

identify when your intuition �System * thinking� is faulty% you will think things through more carefully before you 

make desicions in the future% and achieve a much better outcome over time- The following are a few examples of 

a couple of common cognitive biases% where System * thinking have failed- See if you can recognize yourself in 

some of these scenarios- 

 

Anchors" 

The moment that you have a figure in mind% it creates an anchor on which you base your decisions from thereon- 

For example% if I asked you if Ghandi was older or younger than **@ when he died% then you would easily say that 

he was younger than **@- But if my next question would be to guess how old he actually was when he passed 

away% then you would automatically estimate an age that is much higher than you would have if I have not asked 
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the first question-  So **@ has created an anchor in your mind% which causes you to unknowingly adjust that 

number upwards or downwards to get to your answer- That is the reason why property is often listed at 

unrealistically high pricesB even though the seller expects to receive an amount that is lower than the listing price% 

there is the hope that the listing price would create an anchor that causes an illusion and gives the buyer the idea 

that he is buying the property for a bargain if he buys it for a few hundred thousand less than the asking price-  

 

In the financial markets environment% you will also often see how people fool themselves with anchoring where the 

price of a share is concerned- For example% if someone bought a share for R*++% they are likely to refuse to sell 

the share for R �+- They would rather wait for C years �untill it reaches R*++ again�% and completely ignore the 

time value value of money% than to sell the share for a price below the purchase price- This is the case with many 

people who bought plotsDland at the height of the property bubble- It is already � years later and they still cannot 

get the price that they have paid for the property � years ago- The price that they have paid% have created an 

anchor which caused them to maybe turn down offers shortly after the purchase that they would accept today- 

 

Kahneman advises people who have to negotiate for a living to% when the apposing party makes a rediculous offer% 

not make an equally rediculous offer but to storm out% refusing to rejoin negotiations before a more realistic offer is 

not on the table-  By making an equal rediculous offer you only create an unsurmountable gap-  Also remember 

that the first person to put a figure on the table creates the anchor from where all further negotiations take place- 

 

Availability bias& 

People tend to over estimate the probability of an event simply because such an event has recently occurred or 

because the event triggered some emotions- A good example is what people’s opinions are about South>Africa 

and how dangerous it is to live here- Someone who has recently been robbedDattacked or who knows someone 
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who has been robbedDattacked would be a bit more pessimistic compared to someone who have not been 

personally affected by crime-  In both cases% their perception of the actual severity of the problem would be over> 

or underestimated% because of their experience or lack thereof- The most important point that you have to keep in 

mind before you start a furious debate about the topic is to *� understand your own and your friend’s frame of 

reference and 7� reserve your opinion until you can prove your point with independent information- What I have 

learned is that if you argue with an emotional person% you better have YOUR facts straight- 

 

Another example is where people don’t want to swim in the sea where there has recently been a shark attack% or if 

they don’t want to fly when a plane has recently crashed- They experience fear because they have recently been 

reminded how things can go wrong- This fear slowly fades away over time- The overly developed sense of fear is 

irrational% since a recent event have caused it- In practice% the probability that your plane will crash when another 

plane crashed the previous day or that a shark will attack you because someone else was attacked the day before% 

is in no way smaller or larger than the day before- It never feels that way though- 

 

The other problem with cognative biases% is that we always tend to focus on the numerator% and ignore the 

denominator% so we are therefore constantly forgetting the probability of an event’s occurance- Thus the reason 

why so many people buy lottery tickets- We al hear about that lucky guy who won millions% and it gives us hope 

that we could also be that guy one day- But if you look at the probability of winning the lottery �and see how 

unbelievably small that chance is�% then you would quickly realise that it is a much better idea to save that money% 

or buy a couple of beers with it ☺- 

 

Many advisers% in my opinion% lose sight of their real purpose in their clients lives-  I think that one of our main 

goals is to help clients make rational% or better quality decisions-  When you are looking for a financial adviser to 
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assist you with your long term wealth creation and protection process%  look out for this ability-  HisDher ability to 

think and act rationally% should be at the top of the list of required attributes- 

 

A few examples of irrational decisions that people knowingly and unknowingly make in their financial planning% 

include the following" 

 

• Insuring your car but not insuring yourself against disability or large medical expenses& If you insure 

your car% I trust that it is not only against theft-  If you insure your car because you fear that you may be in 

an accident that leeds to your car being written of% then isn’t there a reasonable chance that you could be 

seriuosly injured in such an accident3  Always remember% the extent of your loss if your car is written off% 

is limited to the value of your car% while the extent of the loss of your ability to work and generate income 

or the extent of the medical expenses that you might incur in such an accident can be millions% many times 

the value of the car anyway- 

 

• Increasing your bond repayments when your interest rate is below prime& This is once again due to 

lazy System 7 thinking-  It sounds like the logical thing to do to become debt free as soon as possible% and 

many people encourage that you first pay off your debt before you start savingDinvesting- With current 

bond rates �in some cases as low as �-�G� your debt is almost free of interest-  In real �inflation>

adjusted� terms% the loan does not increase% even if you don’t pay anything back- An average investment is 

likely to perform reasonably better than the �-�G in interest that you save by paying back more on your 

bond-  If you pause for a second to activate your System 7 thinking% then you would work out that it does 

not make any sense to pay back loans with such a favourable interest rate any faster than you have to- 

You would be able to create a considerable amount of wealth in the long run by investing your capital 
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where you would get a better return-  This is especially the case with second properties% where the interest 

component of your loan is tax deductible-  You only need @G return elsewhere to make it worth it not to 

increase your bond repayments-  The only cautionary note here of course is to not venture into 

investments with ANY chance of permanent capital loss �think ponzi scheme�- 

 

• Chasing historic performance or avoiding short term losses&  Once again System * thinking take 

precedence-  It is only natural to want more of the winners and get rid of the losers-  Where investments 

are concerned% it unfortunately often works exactly the other way around- When people look at historical 

performance% what they are actually looking at is the historic price movement- It is unfortunately a very 

poor indicator of future performance if you do not have a good understanding of the true value of the 

asset-  Over time% price and value should move in line with each other% but there can be major deviations 

in the short term-  The price of an asset may have increased much faster over a certain period than the 

value of the asset has and vice versa-  This dislocation is then usually corrected at a later stage which 

means the price would decrease% or increase considerably slower% than the value for a certain time period-  

Today for example many people seem to be of the opinion that the price of BAT% SAB% Richemont% and 

Naspers �to name a few� will just continue to grow at @+G < per year while stocks like Anglo% Sasol and 

Billiton will always be moving sidewards or downwards-  In my opinion �and if history is anything to go by�% 

this view is unlikely to be accurate- 

 

• Incurring unnecessary expenses just to save tax&  Entrepreneurs and farmers often knowingly incur extra 

expenses in a good financial year just to save on tax-  It simply does not make sense to spend R* to save 

@+c-  You are still �+c worse off than you would have been from a cashflow viewpoint while the expense% 

if you have to incur it at a later stage anyway% would still be deductible in that period- 
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• Taking out life insurance without determining your ability to keep payint until death&  Time and again 

we have to witness how people have taken out policies which will% after doing some calculations% become 

almost impossible to afford if kept until normal life expectancy-  This has a considerable effect since you 

would reach a point where you have paid premiums for C+ J @+ years% but are forced to cancel the policy 

without receiving a cent of your premiums back-  The problem is% as you get older it makes less sense to 

cancel your life policy% so you end up between a rock and a hard place% where your life insurance is 

concerned-  Your planning should therefore be rational regarding sustainability of your cover% and you 

should not be fooled by a initial cheaper premium that increases at a much faster pase and become 

unafordable later- 

 

• Aversion to risk+volatility&  It often happens that simple calculations that determine the longevity of capital 

is made too late andDor is not monitored regularly-  People who regard everything but cash as risky% easily 

make this mistake and thereby ensures that �especially in the current environment� their capital will 

eventually dry up �the “ultimate” risk�-  It is ironic how these same people later do a *K+ and start taking 

BIG risks with their money when they realise that they haven’t got enough to last them-  Often they then 

withdraw all of their money that they have saved over the years in a money market account% and invest it 

in a schemeD”investment” that promises to return 7@G per year-  It also proves that people become 

desperate and their behaviour becomes risky when all remaining options look bad-  And this is how 

suspect investment schemes thrive > they suck in desperate retired people who entrust all of their capital 

to the scheme- 
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The bottomline is the following" You have to realise that you may not be the poster boyDgirl for rationality and that 

you need to be more sensitive to the fact that all of us �you included� sometimes act very irrationally-  Being 

irrational where your finances are concerned% can be a very costly mistake and that is where an able and rational 

adviser will come in very handy- 

 

If you would like to read more on this subject% I can suggest the following books" 

      Predictably Irrational J Dan Ariely 

      Thinking fast and slow J Daniel Kahneman 

      Fooled by Randomness J Nasim Taleb 

      Think Twice J Michael J Mauboussin 

      Everything is obvious J Duncan J Watts 

      

      The end 

“When System 2 is otherwise engaged, we will believe almost anything.  System 1 is gullible and biased to 

believe, System 2 is in charge of doubting and unbelieving, but System 2 is sometimes busy, and often lazy.” 

– Daniel Kahneman in Thinking fast and slow 


